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  Welcome   
Information for Teachers and Parents 
 
Our goal is to offer high quality performances for young 
people in a safe and comfortable setting. Please help 
us by following the guidelines below. 
  
  

Please arrive early. Arrive at the theater 30 minutes prior to the noted start time. 
Allow for travel time, parking, being seated and bathroom visits. It is important 
that we begin our performances on time so that all schools can meet their lunch 
and dismissal times. 
  
Be sure to check the location of the performance when making your bus  
reservations. Performances take place in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall or 
Bowker Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall. Please see the map at the end of this 
guide for driving and drop-off instructions.  
  
Upon arrival your group will be greeted by an usher either at your bus or in the 
lobby. We do not issue individual tickets for performances. Your usher will direct 
your group to their reserved seats. 
  
Both theaters are accessible for Mobility Impaired members. An assisted 
listening system is available in both theaters. Access parking is available 
adjacent to the theaters. An Access permit should be clearly visible in the parked 
vehicle. To better meet your needs, please inform us of any special seating 
requirements one month prior to the performance by calling 413-545-2116.  
  
For the comfort of all our seated patrons, we request that backpacks, lunches 
and other gear be left on the bus. Also, please remove all hats when seated in 
the theater. 
  
Food, drinks other than water, smoking, candy and gum are all not allowed in the 
theater. The use of cell phones, portable music players, cameras or any other 
recording device, including non-flash photography and cell phone cameras, is 
strictly prohibited.  
PLEASE BE SURE TO TURN OFF ALL CELL PHONES.   
           
Any teasing, disruptive and rude behavior by students towards each other or to 
others seated close-by during a performance is not acceptable. Teachers and 
chaperones will be held responsible for any such incident reported to the Fine 
Arts Center staff. All complaints received will be forwarded to the schools 
involved. Repeated offences from the same school/s may result in cancellation 
of future reservations for shows. 



 

  

Please review the following information with your students. 
  
We expect everyone to be a good audience member.   
Good audience members... 
 
 Are good listeners  
 Keep their hands and feet to themselves  
 Do not talk or whisper during the performance  
 Do not eat gum, candy, food or drink in the theater  
 Turn off all cell phones and do not use portable  

music players, cameras or any other recording devices 
 Stay in their seats during the performance  
 Do not disturb their neighbors or other schools in attendance 
  
“Theatre is not theatre without an audience.”  
Live theatre differs from watching television or movies. Remember that performers can see and 
hear you.  As an audience member you are a vital contributor to the performance experience that 
you and those around you will have. How you behave and how you react to the show will affect the 
artists’ performances. That is why each performance is a unique experience, it will never be 
repeated exactly the same. Talking to your neighbor, sending text messages, and other similar 
behaviors are distracting to the rest of the audience and to the artists.           
  
Please be respectful of the artists on stage performing for you by listening quietly. Of course, it is    
appropriate to react to what you are seeing – some things may make you laugh, gasp out loud, or 
you may be asked to respond by answering questions from the performers, singing along or 
clapping. Most of all, it is important to be present “in the moment” by being attentive and enjoy 
the performance. And of course – show your enthusiastic appreciation with applause at the end! 

Curriculum Frameworks 
This performance and guide provide opportunities for your students to explore a variety of topics.  

For your convenience, we have listed applicable Massachusetts learning standards. This list is by no means exhaustive.  
Please use this list as a guide to assist with creating lesson plans.  

Curriculum Connections:  
 

 Theater-History, Criticism and Links to Other Disciplines                      English Language Arts 
  

Theater  
   Etiquette 

  
Standard 6. Purposes & Meanings in the Arts. 
Standard 7. Roles of Artists in Communities. 
Standard 8. Concepts of Style, Stylistic Influence, 
                    and Stylistic Change. 
 

Standard 8: Understanding a text 
Standard 12: Fiction 
Standard 14: Poetry  
Standard 16: Myth, Traditional Narrative and 
Classical Literature 



 

 

       

 

 

 

 
Since its pass-the-hat origins in 1981, the Reduced Shakespeare Company has created ten 
world-renowned stage shows, two television specials, several failed TV pilots, and numerous 
radio pieces, all of which have been performed, seen, and heard the world over. The 
company’s itinerary has included stops off-Broadway, at the White House, the Kennedy 
Center, Lincoln Center, London’s West End, Seattle Repertory Theatre, American Repertory 
Theatre and Montreal’s famed Just For Laughs Festival, as well as performances in Israel, 
Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan, Malta, Singapore and Bermuda, plus countless 
civic and university venues throughout the USA, the UK, and Europe. 

The company’s first three shows, The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (abridged), 
The Complete History of America (abridged) and The Bible: The Complete Word of God 
(abridged) ran for over nine years at the Criterion Theatre in Piccadilly Circus. They were 
London’s longest-running comedies, and the RSC had more shows running in the West End 
than Andrew Lloyd Webber. They were also funnier. 

 About  
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In 2016, in honor of the company’s 35th anniversary and the 400th anniversary of 
Shakespeare’s death, the RSC premiered its tenth stage show, William Shakespeare’s Long 
Lost First Play (abridged), at the Folger Shakespeare Theatre in Washington DC. In 2013 the 
“Bad Boys of Abridgment” unveiled The Complete History of Comedy (abridged) – to critical 
and commercial acclaim at both Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park and Merrimack Repertory 
Theatre, as well as on national tours of the the USA and UK. The Complete World of Sports 
(abridged) opened in 2010 at Merrimack Rep and after touring the USA and UK, ran at the 
Arts Theatre in London during the 2012 London Olympics. In 2011 came the world premiere 
of The Ultimate Christmas Show (abridged) which became Merrimack Repertory Theatre’s 
best-selling holiday show ever, and the third-best-selling show in MRT’s history and also 
enjoyed a successful run at San Diego Repertory Theatre as well as multiple tours across the 
USA. 

The RSC applied its fast, funny and physical approach to World History in Western 
Civilization: The Complete Musical (abridged) [original title: The Complete Millennium 
Musical (abridged)], which toured simultaneously in the US, UK and Australia) and 
condensed literature into a 90-minute roller-coaster ride in All the Great Books (abridged), 
which has played to great acclaim at the Kennedy Center, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, San 
Diego Repertory Theatre, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Seattle’s ACT Theatre, and 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival, as well as Great Britain, Holland, Ireland, and Sweden (in 
Swedish!).  

They skewered the 186 greatest movies of all time Completely Hollywood (abridged), which 
has received critical kudos across the US and UK, as well as Belgium, Holland, Hong Kong, 
and Barbados. 

For TV, the RSC compressed the first five seasons of Lost into a ten-minute film called Lost 
Reduced, and was a Jeopardy! category in the 2005 and 2006 Tournaments of Champions. 
They wrote and starred in The Ring Reduced, a half-hour version of Wagner’s Ring Cycle for 
Channel 4 (UK), and reduced the Edinburgh Festival for BBC and the soap opera Glenroe for 
RTE Ireland. Shakespeare (abridged) aired on PBS and is available on DVD, as is America 
(abridged). 

For National Public Radio, the RSC has been heard on All Things Considered, Weekend 
Edition, Talk of the Nation, Day to Day, West Coast Live, and To The Best of Our Knowledge.  
The BBC World Service commissioned the six-part Reduced Shakespeare Radio Show. The 
Reduced Shakespeare Company Christmas was heard on Public Radio International. 

The RSC won the prestigious Shorty Award in New York City and the Delft Audience Award in 
Holland. They’ve also been nominated for an Olivier Award in London, two Helen Hayes 
Awards in Washington, DC, the SF Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award, and several podcast 
awards. 

RSC scripts are published in the US and UK, and translated into over a dozen languages. 
The RSC Radio Show, RSC Christmas, and Bible (abridged) are all available on CD or iTunes. 



On April 23, 2014 the company set a Guinness World Record™ for the Highest Theatrical 
Performance at 37,000 feet aboard an EasyJet flight from London to Verona. The RSC also 
creates unique entertainments for corporate events, working with such companies as Sky-
TV, Time Magazine, Motorola, and Rotary International. 

Pop-Up Shakespeare (illustrated by Jennie Maizels) was published in 2017 by Candlewick 
Press in the US and Walker Books in the UK and Australia. Hyperion published their 
irreverent reference book Reduced Shakespeare: The Complete Guide for the Attention-
Impaired (abridged). The company established its own imprint Reduced Books to publish the 
comic memoir How The Bible Changed Our Lives (Mostly For The Better) in all e-book 
formats. 

And the RSC Podcast, a free 20-minute audio glimpse of life backstage and on the road, is 
available every week at iTunes, Stitcher, and www.reducedshakespeare.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Michael Faulkner (Performer/Additional Material Books) has been 
reducing everything but his waistline with the RSC since 2001, 
during which time he contributed additional material to All The Great 
Books (abridged), appeared on NPR, and acted out clues on 
Jeopardy! Un-reduced credits include: graduate of Second City-LA, a 
BA in theater from UC Santa Cruz (go Slugs), film/tv appearances on 
East Los High, Angel, The Tonight Show, and oodles of commercials; 
and performances as Elbow, Hortensio, Launcelot Gobbo, Berowne, 

Holofernes, Fluellen, Theseus, Demetrius, Feste, Petruchio, Leontes, Malvolio, Roderigo, and 
most impressively, “Doctor.” 

Michael Perez (Performer, US) couldn’t be happier to join the ranks of 
the extended RSC family. With a great deal of experience speaking 
and shouting the Bard’s language, Michael has performed 
Shakespeare under the stars, under the influence, and under short 
notice. Michael has been seen on NBC’s Chicago MED, Chicago PD, 
and various medical ads (if you work for Deloitte, you may have 
watched him during training). Online he can be seen in Creative Light 
Pictures’ Friends of the Bride and Pardon Her French. Before his 

transition from Chicago to LA, Michael was seen as Sam in the Jeff-nominated Yasmina’s 
Necklace at Goodman Theatre; Shakespeare In Love and Romeo and Juliet at Chicago 
Shakespeare Theatre; Death of a Streetcar Named Virginia Woolf and The Liar at Writers’ 
Theatre; and Funnyman with George Wendt and Tim Kazurinsky at Northlight Theatre. Other 
regional credits comprise work with Berkeley Rep, American Players Theatre, and Door 
Shakespeare. Michael is a very proud Stakeholder of the Back Room Shakespeare Project.  

 

Dominic Conti (Performer/Additional Material Hollywood) was 
discovered by RSC talent scouts in Chicago, performing America 
(abridged) with The Noble Fool Theater. He workshopped Hollywood 
(abridged) in Rohnert Park and St. Louis, premiered it at Pittsburgh 
Public Theatre, and tours it along with Comedy (abridged), Sports 
(abridged), Books (abridged), Bible (abridged) and America 
(abridged). Other regional theaters he’s worked with include: 

Plasticene, Steppenwolf, Second City, Williamstown Theatre Festival, Goodman, Westport 
Country Playhouse, Beaver Creek Theatre Festival, Madison Repertory, Chicago 
Shakespeare, Next, A Red Orchid, Apple Tree TYA, Mary-Arrchie, Griffin, Raven, Prop, Defiant, 
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First Folio Shakespeare Festival, Lost Angeles Theatre and Odyssey Theatre Ensemble. 
Film/TV credits include: Martian American (Best Actor — Glendale International Film Festival, 
Best Actor in a Short — Los Angeles Comedy Festival), Stealth, I Am He, Nothing in Los 
Angeles, A Voodoo Possession, Another Stupid Day, The Interview (Best Actor in a Short — 
Chicago Comedy Film Festival, also co-writer/producer), April, Saturday, Shades of Hope, 
Fiona’s Fortune, The Roaring Twenties, Zombie Holocaust and You! and Fiasco. Web series: 
Broken Dreams Boulevard, The Family Curse, Red Scare and The Best Friend (also co-wrote 
three episodes; Won LAWebfest Award — “Outstanding Writing in a Comedy Series” and 
nominated for IAWTV Award — “Best Writing in a Comedy”). 

 

William Shakespeare (Dead Playwright) supposedly wrote some, 
most, or all of the 36 plays published in the “First Folio” as well as 
Pericles, Two Noble Kinsmen, and reams of poetry. He must have 
been an interesting guy to have written all those keen plays, but 
there is no evidence that he was fun at parties, handy around the 
house, or even good at Chinese checkers. The RSC claims that were 
Shakespeare alive today, he would not only approve of their 
interpretations of his plays, but would also go bowling with them 

after the show. As a foolhardy seventeen year old, Will wrote a massive hundred-hour long 
play that, internal evidence suggests, he never meant to be performed. Nonetheless, as a 
public service, we present it to the world, and you can’t claim to have seen Shakespeare’s 
complete works until you’ve seen William Shakespeare’s Long Lost First Play (abridged). 

Elaine M. Randolph (Stage Manager) Elaine’s credits include stage management 
(compulsive) and lighting design (creative) in theater, music, and dance, for the Kennedy 
Center, Walnut Street Theater, Actors Theater of Louisville, Theatre J, Washington Stage 
Guild, and 12 years at Totem Pole Playhouse. Recent projects include The Suzanne Farrell 
Ballet, Dana Tai Soon Burgess, Bowen McCauley Dance, Barbara Cook in Concert, The 
International Ballet Festival, The Sondheim Celebration and The National Heritage Awards. 
Favorite projects include: Quilters, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Noises Off, Pump Boys & 
Dinettes, Radio Gals, A Tuna Christmas, Forever Plaid, and A Christmas Carol. 

Erin Sweeney (Wardrobe) is a graduate of San Francisco State University with a B.A. in 
Women and Gender Studies (she’s in it for the money and job security) and has completed a 
fellowship in stage management with the American Conservatory Theater. After several 
forays out into the surrounding world, she is so, so happy to be back working in theater. 
Once, in an attempt to be helpful, Erin purchased a soccer ball, which has directly led to her 
getting to live out her dreams of working for and touring with the RSC! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
  
 
 
In Shakespeare's time, a stage wasn't just one type of space; plays had to be versatile. The 
same play might be produced in an outdoor playhouse, an indoor theater, a royal palace—or, 
for a company on tour, the courtyard of an inn. 
 
In any of these settings, men and boys played all the characters, male and female; acting in 
Renaissance England was an exclusively male profession. Audiences had their favorite 
performers, looked forward to hearing music with the productions, and relished the luxurious 
costumes of the leading characters. The stage itself was relatively bare. For the most part, 
playwrights used vivid words instead of scenery to picture the scene onstage. 
 

 
Playhouses and the Globe 
In 1576, when Shakespeare was still a 12-year-old in Stratford, James Burbage built the 
Theatre just outside London. The Theatre was among the first playhouses in England since 
Roman times. Like the many other playhouses that followed, it was a multi-sided structure 
with a central, uncovered "yard" surrounded by three tiers of covered seating and a bare, 
raised stage at one end of the yard. Spectators could pay for seating at multiple price levels; 
those with the cheapest tickets simply stood for the length of the plays. 
 
Shakespeare's company, the Lord Chamberlain's Men, was one of several to perform at the 
Theatre, appearing there by about 1594. A few years later, the Burbages lost their lease on 

                       About the 
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the Theatre site and began construction of a new, larger playhouse, the Globe, just south of 
the Thames. To pay for it, they shared the lease with the five partners (called actor-sharers) 
in the Lord Chamberlain's company, including Shakespeare. 
 
The Globe, which opened in 1599, became the playhouse where audiences first saw some 
of Shakespeare's best-known plays. In 1613, it burned to the ground when the roof caught 
fire during a performance of Shakespeare's Henry VIII. A new, second Globe was quickly built 
on the same site, opening in 1614. 
 
Theaters and palaces 
Large open playhouses like the 
Globe are marvelous in the right 
weather, but indoor theaters can 
operate year-round, out of the sun, 
wind, and rain. They also offer a 
more intimate setting with the use of 
artificial light. Shakespeare's 
company planned for years to 
operate its own indoor theater, a 
goal that was finally achieved in 
1609 when the Burbages took over 
London's Blackfriars theater. 
 
Still more indoor productions often 
came during the period between 
Christmas and New Year, and at 
Shrovetide (the period before Lent) 
at one of the royal palaces, where 
Shakespeare's company and other 
leading companies gave command 
performances—a high honor that 
was also well-paid. 
                                                                                                Blackfriars Theater           
                                                                                                                                                                       
Audience experiences 
Playgoers in Shakespeare's day paid a penny to stand in the uncovered yard of a playhouse, 
or two pennies for a balcony seat. (It’s hard to find exact comparisons to what a penny then 
is worth now, but a day’s worth of food and drink for a grown man would have cost about 
fourpence.) Indoor theaters like the Blackfriars accommodated fewer people and cost more, 
with basic tickets starting at sixpence. Fashionable men about town could get a seat on the 
side of the stage for two shillings (24 pence).Spectators liked to drink wine or ale and snack 
on a variety of foods as they watched the plays—modern-day excavations at the playhouses 
have turned up bottles, spoons, oyster shells, and the remnants of many fruits and nuts. 
 
 
 



Actors, costumes, and staging 
While most women's roles were played by boys or young men in the all-male casts, comic 
female parts such as Juliet's Nurse might be reserved for a popular adult comic actor, or 
clown. In addition to their dramatic talents, actors in Shakespeare's time had to fence 
onstage with great skill, sing songs or play instruments included in the plays, and perform 
the vigorously athletic dances of their day. 
 
Actors usually did not aim for historically accurate costumes, although an occasional toga 
may have appeared for a Roman play. Instead, they typically wore gorgeous modern dress, 
especially for the leading parts. Costumes, a major investment for an acting company,  
provided the essential "spectacle" of the plays and were often second-hand clothes once 
owned and worn by real-life nobles.  
 
The bare stages of Shakespeare's day had little or no scenery except for objects required by 
the plot, like a throne, a grave, or a bed. Exits and entrances were in plain view of the 
audience, but they included some vertical options: actors could descend from the "heavens" 
above the stage or enter and exit from the "hell" below through a trapdoor. Characters 
described as talking from "above" might appear in galleries midway between the stage and 
the heavens. 
 
Stage and screen after Shakespeare 
In 1642, the English playhouses and theaters were closed down (and often dismantled for 
building materials) as the English Civil War began. With the restoration of the English 
monarchy in 1660, theater returned—as did Shakespeare's plays, now with both male and 
female performers.  The first recorded performance of an actress occurred in December 
1660, although we're not sure of her name; she appeared as Desdemona in Othello. 
 
In the centuries that followed, Shakespeare's plays have been performed in England, North 
America, and around the world, in productions that mirror the state of theater in each place 
and time: from lavish scenes, to surrealism, to stark bare stages. They have been used as a 
medium for political commentary, and have been incorporated into theatrical traditions like 
Japanese Kabuki theater. Beginning in the late 1800s, Shakespeare's plays inspired the 
creation of a wealth of replica Elizabethan theaters, more or less faithful to what was known 
of the theatrical past. Dozens of open-air Shakespeare festivals have also grown up across 
the United States and other countries.Shakespeare's works have also been frequently 
interpreted on film. Brooklyn's Vitagraph Company, for one, produced several silent, one-reel 
movies of the plays starting in 1908. Since then, literally hundreds of Shakespeare films—
including works like Baz Luhrmann's Romeo + Juliet (1996)—have appeared, opening a new, 
cinematic stage for Shakespeare's words.  



                         About  

                         William 
            Shakespeare 
                                
 Since William Shakespeare lived more than 400 years ago, and many records from that 
time are lost or never existed in the first place, we don't know everything about his life. For 
example, we know that he was baptized in Stratford-upon-Avon, 100 miles northwest of 
London, on April 26, 1564. But we don't know his exact birthdate, which must have been a 
few days earlier. 
We do know that Shakespeare's life revolved around two locations: Stratford and London. 
He grew up, had a family, and bought property in Stratford, but he worked in London, the 
center of English theater. As an actor, a playwright, and a partner in a leading acting 
company, he became both prosperous and well-known. Even without knowing everything 
about his life, fans of Shakespeare have imagined and reimagined him according to their 
own tastes. 

 
                  Shakespeare’ Family Circle. Unknown German engraver. Circa 1890.  

 



 
Birth and childhood 
William Shakespeare was probably born on about April 23, 1564, the date that is 
traditionally given for his birth. He was John and Mary Shakespeare's oldest surviving child; 
their first two children, both girls, did not live beyond infancy. Growing up as the big brother 
of the family, William had three younger brothers, Gilbert, Richard, and Edmund, and two 
younger sisters: Anne, who died at seven, and Joan. 
 
Their father, John Shakespeare, was a leatherworker who specialized in the soft white 
leather used for gloves and similar items. A prosperous businessman, he married Mary 
Arden, of the prominent Arden family. John rose through local offices in Stratford, becoming 
an alderman and eventually, when William was five, the town bailiff—much like a mayor. Not 
long after that, however, John Shakespeare stepped back from public life; we don't know 
why. 

Shakespeare, as the son of a leading Stratford citizen, almost certainly attended Stratford's 
grammar school. Like all such schools, its curriculum consisted of an intense emphasis on 
the Latin classics, including memorization, writing, and acting classic Latin plays. 
Shakespeare most likely attended until about age 15. 

 

Marriage and children 
A few years after he left school, in late 1582, 
William Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway. 
She was already expecting their first-born child, 
Susanna, which was a fairly common situation at 
the time. When they married, Anne was 26 and 
William was 18. Anne grew up just outside 
Stratford in the village of Shottery. After marrying, 
she spent the rest of her life in Stratford. 
 

In early 1585, the couple had twins, Judith and 
Hamnet, completing the family. In the years 
ahead, Anne and the children lived in Stratford 
while Shakespeare worked in London, although 
we don't know when he moved there. Some later 
observers have suggested that this separation, 
and the couple's relatively few children, were 
signs of a strained marriage, but we do not know 
that, either. Someone pursuing a theater career 
had no choice but to work in London, and many 
branches of the Shakespeares had small 
families.                                                                                              Anne Hathaway 



Shakespeare's only son, Hamnet, died in 1596 at the age of 11. His older daughter Susanna 
later married a well-to-do Stratford doctor, John Hall. Their daughter Elizabeth, 
Shakespeare's first grandchild, was born in 1608. In 1616, just months before his death, 
Shakespeare's daughter Judith married Thomas Quiney, a Stratford vintner. The family 
subsequently died out, leaving no direct descendants of Shakespeare. 

London theater 
For several years after Judith and Hamnet's arrival in 1585, nothing is known for certain of 
Shakespeare's activities: how he earned a living, when he moved from Stratford, or how he 
got his start in the theater. 
 
Following this gap in the record, the first definite mention of Shakespeare is in 1592 as an 
established London actor and playwright, mocked by a contemporary as a "Shake-scene." 
The same writer alludes to one of Shakespeare's earliest history plays, Henry VI, Part 3, 
which must already have been performed. The next year, in 1593, Shakespeare published a 
long poem, Venus and Adonis. The first quarto editions of his early plays appeared in 1594. 
For more than two decades, Shakespeare had multiple roles in the London theater as an 
actor, playwright, and, in time, a business partner in a major acting company, the Lord 
Chamberlain's Men (renamed the King's Men in 1603). Over the years, he became steadily 
more famous in the London theater world;  his name, which was not even listed on the first 
quartos of his plays, became a regular feature—clearly a selling point—on later title pages. 

Final years 
Shakespeare prospered financially from his partnership in the Lord Chamberlain's Men 
(later the King's Men), as well as from his writing and acting. He invested much of his wealth 
in real-estate purchases in Stratford and bought the second-
largest house in town, New Place, in 1597. 
 

Among the last plays that Shakespeare worked on was The Two 
Noble Kinsmen, which he wrote with a frequent collaborator, John 
Fletcher, most likely in 1613. He died on April 23, 1616—the 
traditional date of his birthday, though his precise birthdate is 
unknown. We also do not know the cause of his death. His 
brother-in-law had died a week earlier, which could imply 
infectious disease, but Shakespeare's health may have had a 
longer decline. 

The memorial bust of Shakespeare at Holy Trinity Church in 
Stratford is considered one of two authentic likenesses, because 
it was approved by people who knew him. The other such likeness 
is the engraving by Martin Droeshout in the 1623 First Folio edition of Shakespeare's plays, 
produced seven years after his death by his friends and colleagues from the King's Men.  

 



             Learning  
             Activities  

  
From “assassination” to “zany,” Shakespeare has given us words that we encounter every 
day. It is almost impossible to discuss such diverse subjects as advertising, business, law, 
medicine, or even dinner engagements and romance without using a word first penned by 
the Bard. 
 
This activity introduces students to some of these terms and helps them gain a new 
appreciation for Shakespeare. Each card contains a word first penned by Shakespeare, its 
definition, derivation, and the play(s) in which it first appeared. 
 
You will need: 
Shakespeare cards, a one minute timer 
 
Instructions: 
1. Copy the next three pages of this Study Guide and cut them into cards, each with one 
word that Shakespeare coined. 
2. Divide class into two teams, sitting on opposite sides of the room. 
3. Decide which team will go first. Each team has one minute. 
4. One person from that team is the "giver," who takes the top card and attempts to prompt 
his or her teammates to guess the word at the top. 
5. While the giver is prompting the teammates they may make as many guesses as they 
want with no penalties for wrong guesses. 
6. Once the team correctly guesses the word exactly as written on the card, the giver sits 
down and the next person from his/her team moves on to the next word on the next card, 
trying to get as many words as possible in the allotted time. 
7. A player may choose to “pass,” and give the next player from their team their card. When 
time runs out, play passes to the other team. 
8. The playing team receives one point for correct guesses. 
9. When you’ve gone through all of the cards, the team with the best score wins. 
 
Rules: 
The "giver" may use any information on the card as well as break the word down into 
syllables or get his teammates to say words that rhyme with the word or a syllable in the 
word. For instance, if the word is “dwindle”, the student may say, “This word means to 
decrease or shrink. It has two syllables. The first syllable rhymes with thin. The second 
syllable sounds like a word for not sharp (dull).” The giver may only use speech to prompt his 
or her teammates; gestures, sounds (e.g. barking), or drawings are not allowed. 



 
DWINDLE (v) 
To decrease or shrink; to become 
Less. Probably based on Middle English 
dwine, meaning “to waste away”. 
1 Henry IV, Macbeth 

 
HURRY (v) 
To rush or move quickly 
Of unknown origin. 
The Comedy of Errors, Venus and Adonis 

 
MANAGER (n) 
One who controls or directs; person 
in charge. From the Latin manus, “hand.” 
Love’s Labor’s Lost, A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream 

 
SHOOTING-STAR (n) 
Meteor appearing like a streak of 
Light. Shakespeare coined this compound 
word 
Richard II, Hamlet 

 
PREMEDITATED (adj) 
Contemplated or thought about 
Before hand; planned.From the Latin 
prefix prae-, “before,” and the verb meditari 
1 Henry VI, A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 
WORTHLESS (adj) 
Having no value or merit; contemptible 
Shakespeare added he suffix to the Old 
English root weorth (“worthy”) 
3 Henry VI, The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona, Titus Andronicus, 1 Henry VI, 2 
Henry VI 

 
UNAWARE (adv) 
Unknowingly; suddenly; without 
Warning. From the Old English waer 
“careful or wary.” 
Venus and Adonis, 3 Henry VI 
Hamlet 

 
SKIM-MILK (n) 
Milk with its cream removed 
Shakespeare coined this compound 
word 
I Henry IV, A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 

GLOOMY (adj) 
Dark and dismal; depressing 
Shakespeare coined the adjective from 
the earlier verb gloom, meaning “to 
look, feel or act sullen or despondent.” 
1 Henry V 

 
VULNERABLE (adj) 
Immune to harm or injury, having no 
Weakness. From the Latin, vulnerare, “to wound 
or injure.” 
Invulnerable: King John, 
Vulnerable: Hamlet, The 
Tempest 



 
EYEBALL (n) 
Rounded capsule that forms the eye; 
organ for vision. Eye may be traced back 
to Old English and Germanic roots. Shakespeare 
wasthe first to use the 
compound word. 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Tempest 

 
LUGGAGE (n) 
Something lugged; baggage,belonging to a 
traveler. From the verb lug, from Middle English 
luggen, “to pull or drag by the hair or ear.” 
1 Henry IV, The Tempest 

 
ADDICTION (n) 
Leaning or inclination; devotion to a 
Habit. From the Latin addicere, meaning 
“tofavor.” 
Henry V, Othello 

 
MIMIC (n) 
Performer skilled at imitating or 
Aping From the Greek mimos for “mime or 
actor.” 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Comedy of Errors, 
The Merry Wives of Windsor 

 
LONELY (adj) 
Having no companionship; feeling 
cut off or desolate.Coined from alone, from the 
Old English combination of al (“all”) and an 
(“one”). 
Coriolanus, The Winter’s Tale 

 
GENEROUS (adj) 
Of noble birth; kind; freely giving or 
Liberal.From the Latin genus (“birth” or 
“decent”). 
Love’s Labors Lost 

 
FRUGAL (adj) 
Sparing; thrifty or economical 
Based on the Latin frugalis, derived 
from frux for “fruit” or “value.” 
The Merry Wives of Windsor, Much Ado 
About Nothing 

 
FORTUNE-TELLER (n) 
Seer or prophet; one who professes 
to see the future.Shakespeare was the first to 
coin the compound word. 
The Comedy of Errors, The Merry 
Wives of Windsor 

 
FLAWED (adj) 
Imperfect; showing a weakness or 
imperfection 
Shakespeare coined the adjective, 
based on the Middle English flaw, 
meaning “flake or chip.” 
King Lear, Henry VIII,Hamlet 

 
FARMHOUSE (n) 
Farmer’s home; rural dwelling 
Farm is from the fourteenth century from 
the Old French term meaning “lease,” 
based on the Latin verb firmare, “to 
make firm.” Shakespeare coined the 
compound word, hyphenating it as farmhouse. 
The Merry Wives of Windsor 



 
EMPLOYER (n) 
One who makes use of or hires. 
Shakespeare added the suffix erFrom the Latin 
implicare (“to enfold orinvolve”). In some 
Shakespeare texts,the noun is spelled imploier. 
Much Ado About Nothing 

 
CRITIC (n) 
One who passes judgement or 
expresses a reasoned opinion; 
reviewer From the Greek verb krinein, “to judge 
or decide.” 
Love’s Labors Lost 

 
MOONBEAM (n) 
Ray of reflected light from the moon 
Shakespeare was the first to coin the 
compound word 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL (adj) 
Indirect; dependent on circumstances or 
situation Shakespeare added the suffix ial- to the 
noun circumstance, which refers to the 
incidental or "surrounding" details (such 
as time, place, manner or occasion) or 
an action 
As You Like It 

 
BUMP (n) 
Swelling or raised spot on a surface 
Both noun and verb are probably 
onomatopoeic, reflecting the sound of a 
blow. Shakespeare’s bump is a swelling 
that might be caused by a blow. 
Romeo and Juliet 

 
SWAGGER (v) 
To bluster or walk arrogantly; to act 
superior; to bully Perhaps from the 
Norwegian word svagga 
(“to sway in walking”) 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Troilus 
and Cressida, 2 Henry IV 

 
BEDROOM (n) 
Space for sleeping; area in or for a 
Bed. Shakespeare uses bed-room to mean 
“room or space within a bed,” not the 
modern “room with a bed.” 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 
PUKE (v) 
To vomit 
Possibly from the Old English spiwan 
(“to spew or spit”) and the modern 
German verb with the same meaning, 
spucken. 
As You Like It 

ASSASSINATION (n) 
Murder of a prominent person 
The noun assassin appeared in English 
in the 13th c deriving from an Arabic 
word denoting a sectarian group whose 
members took hashish or marijuana 
before killing a king or public figure. 
From the Arabic root of assassin, 
meaning “eater of hashish.” 
Macbeth 

AROUSE (v) 
To stir or waken; to excite 
Shakespeare added the prefix a-. 
arouse is formed from the verb rouse 
which in Middle English had as its 
original sense “to shake the feathers” 
describing the behavior of hawks 
trained for hunting. 
2 Henry VI, The Two Noble Kinsmen 
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              Learning  
              Activities  

 

SHAKESPEARE AND 140 CHARACTERS…  

With the advent of email, text messages, and social networking, modern society consumes 
information at an unimaginable rate. There are approximately 32,241 words in Hamlet, but 
with a service such as Twitter, individuals are expected to share vital information in 140 
characters or less. That number – 140 – must include all letters, spaces, and punctuation, 
and is based on the standard number of characters in a text message. In this activity, 
students will be challenged to abridge a famous excerpt of Shakespearean text to only 140 
characters. 
1.  Ask the class to read aloud the following two excerpts from Romeo and Juliet, Act II, 
scene ii: 
2.  In partners or small groups, ask students to analyze the two texts. It may be useful for 
students to highlight or underline the sections of the speech they believe to be most 
important. What do they express? How do they use metaphor? As a class, discuss the 
excerpts and clarify meaning. 
3.  Explain that students must now choose one of the speeches to abridge. They may use 
the original words, their own words, or a combination of both. However, the abridged version 
may be no more than 140 characters. 
4.  Encourage students to think about how they communicate using a text message or 
Twitter –what are the crucial facts? You may also allow students to use text message 
shorthand and abbreviations. 
5.  Students should then share their abridged speeches with one another and the class. If 
you use Twitter in your classroom or school, this would be a fantastic opportunity to get your 
students involved and truly test the 140 character limit. 
6. As a possible extension, ask students to read the entirety of Act II, scene ii from Romeo 
and Juliet and imagine the dialogue as a series of text messages. 
What would those messages be? How would that form of communication change the scene? 
What made this challenging? 
How did you choose which details to include? 
What is the value of short, quick communication? 
What is the value of unlimited characters? 
How are modern methods of communication the same or different from those of 
Shakespeare’s life? 
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ROMEO: 
But, soft! what light through yonder window breaks? 
It is the east, and Juliet is the sun. 
Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, 
Who is already sick and pale with grief, 
That thou her maid art far more fair than she: 
Be not her maid, since she is envious; 
Her vestal livery is but sick and green 
And none but fools do wear it; cast it off. 
It is my lady, O, it is my love! O, that she knew she were! 
She speaks yet she says nothing: what of that? 
Her eye discourses; I will answer it. I am too bold, 
'tis not to me she speaks: Two of the fairest 
stars in all the heaven, Having some business, 
do entreat her eyes To twinkle in their spheres 
till they return. What if her eyes were there, 
they in her head? The brightness of her cheek 
would shame those stars, As daylight doth a lamp; 
her eyes in heaven Would through the airy region 
stream so bright That birds would sing and think it 
were not night. See, how she leans her cheek upon 
her hand! O, that I were a glove upon that hand, 
That I might touch that cheek! 
Romeo and Juliet, Act II scene, ii 
JULIET:  
O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo? 
Deny thy father and refuse thy name; 
Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love, 
And I'll no longer be a Capulet. 
'Tis but thy name that is my enemy; 
Thou art thyself, though not a Montague. 
What's Montague? it is nor hand, nor foot, 
Nor arm, nor face, nor any other part 
Belonging to a man. O, be some other name! 
What's in a name? that which we call a rose 
By any other name would smell as sweet; 
So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call'd, 
Retain that dear perfection which he owes 
Without that title. Romeo, doff thy name, 
And for that name which is no part of thee 
Take all myself. 
Romeo and Juliet, Act II scene, ii  
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         Resources  
      & Credits 

 
 
Websites: 
 
Folger Shakespeare Library. Good source for lesson plans in Teacher module tab. 
http://www.folger.edu/ 
 
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare.  Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
online resource containing the text for all of William Shakespeare works. 
http://shakespeare.mit.edu/ 
 
No Fear Shakespeare.  Complete text, study guides and quizzes for all of Shakespeare’s 
work. 
http://nfs.sparknotes.com/ 
 
Credits: 
 
Images: 
 
Cover image: credit Daniel Coston 
About the Company, About the Artists: Courtesy of The Reduced Shakespeare Company  
About the Art Form and About William Shakespeare: Creative Commons. March 18, 2019  
 
Text: 
 
Artist’s biographies and company information: 
 
Credit: The Reduced Shakespeare Company, Marc Baylin, Baylin Artists Management 
721 Hyde Park, Doylestown, PA 18902 
 
About the Art Form and About William Shakespeare: 
 
Credit: The Folger Shakespeare Library, 201 East Capitol Street, SE, Washington, DC 20003 
 
Learning Activities: 
 
Shakespeare and 140 characters… 
New Victory School Tool resource guide 2009/ 10 Season 
Credit: The New Victory Theater, c/o The New 42nd Street, 229 West 42nd Street, 10th 
Floor, New York, NY 10036-7299 
https://mseffie.com/assignments/shakespeare/Complete%20Works%20New%20Victory.pdf 
 
Hamlet Study Guide: Shakespeare Taboo 
Credit: Orlando Shakes in partnership with UCF (Orlando Shakespeare Theater, Inc.), 812 E 
Rollins St. Orlando, FL 32803 
https://www.orlandoshakes.org/education/guides-and-resources/  

http://www.folger.edu/
http://shakespeare.mit.edu/
http://nfs.sparknotes.com/
https://mseffie.com/assignments/shakespeare/Complete%20Works%20New%20Victory.pdf
https://www.orlandoshakes.org/education/guides-and-resources/
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PARKING AND DIRECTIONS FOR THE FINE ARTS CENTER’S 
CONCERT HALL and RAND THEATER 

  
  

School Buses: Students should be dropped-off at Haigis Mall off of Massachusetts Avenue. University Security will 
direct buses to an appropriate parking lot during the performance (typically by the football stadium). PLEASE BE 
SURE YOUR BUS DRIVER KNOWS THAT ALL PERFORMANCES LAST APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR AND THEY SHOULD 
RETURN A FEW MINUTES BEFORE THE ANTICIPATED END TIME. If drivers are not with the buses, they may miss 
the radio call from security asking them to return for pick-up, resulting in unnecessary delays returning to your 
school. 

Individual cars: If necessary, individuals may drop-off students with a chaperone at Haigis Mall (you will be  
directed by security to the mid-point turn of Haigis Mall – see map) prior to parking. We recommend parking in the 
Campus Center Parking Garage to avoid searching for a metered space. It is a five-minute walk to the Concert 
Hall. All other available parking during weekdays is at meters. Available lots and pricing (current as of 1/1/07) are 
listed below: 
  
Parking in the Garage is available to our patrons at a discounted rate of $1. To receive this rate you MUST give 
the Garage attendant a parking pass. To receive your pass, please call our office to let us know that you will be 
arriving by car. Parking passes are sent with the invoices. Please call (413) 545-2116 if you didn’t receive one. 
  

Parking meters are enforced Monday – Friday, 7AM – 5PM. Meter rates are  $1.00 per hour.  
  

Parking Garage – near Campus Center, across from the Mullins Center off Commonwealth Avenue 
Lot 34 – Behind Visitors Center with 3, 5 & 10-hour meters available 
Haigis Mall – 2 hour maximum on meters 
Lot 62 - Adjacent to Fernald Hall with 3 hour maximum on meters, limited spaces available. 
  
  

  

From the North: (Vermont, Greenfield) I-91 south to Route 116. Follow signs on 116 “To the University of 
Massachusetts.” Exit ramp leads to Massachusetts Avenue. Turn left (east) on to Massachusetts Avenue toward the 
campus. Continue through one light and watch for Lot 34 by the Visitors Center on your right and the entrance to Haigis 
Mall on your left. 
  

From the South: (Springfield, Holyoke) I-91 north to Route 9. Turn right (east) on Route 9 over the Coolidge Bridge and 
through Hadley. Turn left (north) on Route 116 (across from Staples) heading toward campus. Turn right at first exit at 
“University of Massachusetts,” then bear right onto Massachusetts Avenue toward campus. Continue through one light 
and watch for Lot 34 by the Visitors Center on your right and the entrance to Haigis Mall on your left. 
  

From the West: (Northampton, Pittsfield) Route 9 east through Northampton and over Coolidge Bridge. Follow 
remaining directions under “From the South”. 
  

From the East: (Belchertown, Ludlow) North on Routes 21, 181 or 202 to Route 9 into Amherst. Right on to North 
Pleasant Street (main downtown intersection), north through center of town. Turn left at Triangle Street (Bertucci’s 
Restaurant on your right), rejoining North Pleasant Street. To reach Lot 34 and Haigis Mall continue on main road, 
which becomes Massachusetts Avenue. Haigis Mall will be on your right, Lot 34 on your left. 
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For Concert Hall, Rand Theater and Bowker Auditorium – Patrons traveling by car are 
encouraged to park in the parking garage. Discounted parking is available in the garage 

for $1. A parking permit is required for discounted parking in the garage. Permits are 
available from any usher. All other parking on campus is at available meters.  

Parking is enforced Monday – Friday, 7AM – 5 PM. 
  

Buses will drop-off students as indicated on map. Buses will be given parking 
instructions by Campus Security. 
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